Men's Viper Jersey
Retail $114.00 | Team $57.00  Min. Order 12

Astro Custom short
Without Pockets: Retail $80.00 | Team $40.00
With Pockets: Retail $90.00 | Team $45.00  Min. Order 12

Adult XS-3XL
- Fully sublimated custom rugby short
- Elastic waist with inside drawcord
- Available in 4" and 6" inseam
- Flex-Mesh panel helps prevent chafing and provides added ventilation

Rgb1145
4" inseam
Rgb1105
6" inseam
Sublimated Ruck Twill

Rgb1106
6" inseam
Rgb1146
4" inseam
Sublimated Ruck Twill

See all designs at BoathouseSe.com/designs

CALL FOR A QUOTE - 800-875-1883
MEN’S VIPER JERSEY
Retail $114.00 | Team $57.00  Min. Order 12

Adult XS-3XL
- Close-to-the-body fit with tapered waist shape
- V-neck with raglan sleeves that hugs the bicep
- Flat locked seams and triple needle hems for added durability
- RGB1430 provides maximum durability & breathability with enhanced freedom of movement
- RGB1630 provides maximum freedom of movement with enhanced breathability

Style
Rgb1630 - Power-Wic body/ Air-Mesh 100 insets

ASTRO CUSTOM SHORT
Without Pockets: Retail $80.00 | Team $40.00
With Pockets: Retail $90.00 | Team $45.00  Min. Order 12

Adult XS-3XL
- Fully sublimated custom rugby short
- Elastic waist with inside drawcord
- Available in 4” and 6” inseam
- Flex-Mesh panel helps prevent chafing and provides added ventilation

Styles
Without Pockets
Rgb1145 - 4” inseam
Rgb1105 - 6” inseam
- Sublimated Ruck Twill

With Pockets
Rgb1106 - 6” inseam
- Sublimated Ruck Twill
Rgb1146 - 4” inseam

SEE ALL DESIGNS AT BOATHOUSE.COM/DESIGNS
MEN'S ADVANTAGE JERSEY

Retail $114.00 | Team $57.00  Min. Order 12

Adult XS-3XL
- Close-to-the-body fit with tapered waist shape
- Flat locked seams and triple needle hems for added durability
- Power-Wic fabric option provides highest level of "compression" fit.
- Crew style collar, reinforced at side and back for enhanced durability

Style
Rgb1650 - Power-Wic/Air-Mesh

TITAN SHORT

Without Pockets: Retail $60.00 | Team $30.00
With Pockets: Retail $70.00 | Team $35.00  Min. Order 12

Adult XS-3XL
- Elastic waist with inside drawcord
- Available in 4" and 6" inseam
- Embroidered B-logo on lower right leg
- Solid sublimated Flex-Mesh 200 panel helps prevent chafing and provides added ventilation
- Available in navy, black and white

Styles
Without Pockets
Rgb1143 - 4" inseam
Rgb1103 - 6" inseam
- Ruck Twill
With Pockets
Rgb1144 - 4" inseam
Rgb1104 - 6" inseam
- Ruck Twill
**SPIN JERSEY**
Retail $114.00 | Team $57.00 Min. Order 12

Adult XS-3XL
- Close-to-the-body fit developed specifically for rugby players
- Mandarin crew neck with stretch panel for greater mobility
- Raglan sleeve for ease of mobility
- Flatlock side seams and triple needle hems for added durability

Styles
Rgb1410 - Flex-Mesh
Rgb1610 - Power-Wic

**FULL CONTACT JERSEY**
Retail $114.00 | Team $57.00 Min. Order 12

Adult XS-3XL
- Close-to-the-body fit developed specifically for rugby players
- Henley-style collar with block stitch placket for strength
- Raglan sleeve for ease of mobility
- Flatlock side seams and triple needle hems for added durability

Styles
Rgb1400 - Flex-Mesh
Rgb1600 - Power-Wic

SEE ALL DESIGNS AT BOATHOUSE.COM/DESIGNS
**WOMEN’S SPIN JERSEY**
Retail $114.00 | Team $57.00  Min. Order 12

Women’s XS-3XL
- Close-to-the body fit developed specifically for female rugby players
- Compression fit with waist shape and fuller ease in chest and hip area
- Longer length to stay tucked into shorts
- Raglan styling with shorter sleeve length that hugs the biceps
- Mandarin crew neck with stretch panel for greater mobility
- Flatlock side seams and triple needle hems for added durability

Style
Rgb W1615 - Power-Wic

**TITAN SHORT**

Without Pockets: Retail $52.00 | Team $29.00
With Pockets: Retail $60.00 | Team $33.00  Min. Order 12

Adult XS-3XL
- Elastic waist with inside drawcord
- Available in 4” and 6” inseam
- Embroidered B-logo on lower right leg
- Solid sublimated Flex-Mesh 200 panel helps prevent chafing and provides added ventilation
- Available in navy, black and white

Styles
Without Pockets
Rgb 1143 - 4” inseam
Rgb 1103 - 6” inseam
- Ruck Twill
With Pockets
Rgb 1144 - 4” inseam
Rgb 1104 - 6” inseam
- Ruck Twill
WOMEN’S FULL CONTACT JERSEY

Retail $114.00 | Team $57.00 Min. Order 12

Women’s XS-3XL
- Close-to-the body fit developed specifically for female rugby players
- Compression fit with waist shape and fuller ease in chest and hip area
- Longer length to stay tucked into shorts
- Shorter sleeve length that hugs the bicep
- Henley-style collar with block stitch placket for strength
- Flatlock side seams and triple needle hems for added durability

Style
Rgb W1605 - Power-Wic

ASTRO CUSTOM SHORT

Without Pockets: Retail $70.00 | Team $39.00
With Pockets: Retail $78.00 | Team $43.00 Min. Order 12

Adult XS-3XL
- Fully sublimated custom rugby short
- Elastic waist with inside drawcord
- Available in 4” and 6” inseam
- Flex-Mesh 200 panel helps prevent chafing and provides added ventilation

Styles
Without Pockets
Rgb 1145 - 4” inseam
Rgb 1105 - 6” inseam
- Sublimated Ruck Twill

With Pockets
Rgb 1146 - 4” inseam
Rgb 1106 - 6” inseam
- Sublimated Ruck Twill

See all designs at boathouse.com/designs